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As I write in the first week of November a grey overcast sky and misty rain have 

brought to an end a dry spell with clear skies and sustained periods of sunshine 

during which it has been a real joy to be outside, even though the air has been crisp 

as temperatures have begun to fall.  Not only the temperature: it is the season of 

leaves!  The time when they change colour and completely change the appearance 

of the garden; the time when, having done their job, they drop and scatter and 

create yet another job for us to do. 

Cercidiphyllum japonicum has had the 

best autumn colour for some years, but 

the leaves fell early, whilst the Spindle 

Bush (Euonymus europaeus) had only 

just begun to turn colour.  Pity they 

can’t get their act together. In the 

meantime an ornamental cherry has 

spread yet another carpet of its lovely 

yellow and orange leaves over the grass 

and there is more to come.  It has been 

brilliant (literally) in the low-angled 

autumn sun and puts on a sustained glorious display every year.  More generally 

the autumn colour this year seems to have been excellent if a little short lived, 

though the Beech leaves will hold on until they are blown off or overtaken by the 

pale, fresh green growth in spring. 

After the big display, there is the free resource that we should welcome rather than 

complain about.  Later in this newsletter on page 15 I refer to a valuable article in 

the latest issue of The Plantsman which records the results of research into the 

comparative effects on soil pH of garden compost, manure, composted bark, 

composted bracken, mushroom compost and peat.  The study, surprisingly 

perhaps, did not include leafmould but there is some reason to believe that it may 

have a lower alkaline content than garden compost for example.  So the message is 

– make as much of it as you can, especially if you are growing woodland and/or 

acid loving plants. 

Also in this issue of the newsletter we have a new feature which I hope will be taken 

up by other contributors.  It is a ‘view from the nursery’ and this first piece is from 

Phillip Johnson of Somerset Plants.  Sadly the nursery will be closing down at the 

end of the coming season but in the meantime Phillip has set out some fairly 

forthright views, getting the series off to a lively start.  It could prove instructive if 

other nurseries will follow on with their own slant on the issues that face the small 

independent nurseries upon which we rely so much to supply us with the choice 

plants seldom (or never!) seen in garden centres. 

Chairman’s Letter 
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As we look forward to next year’s programme I can confirm that the arrangements 

for the East Lambrook Manor (ELM) Early Spring Plant Fair are well in hand.  All the 

nurseries have been confirmed to fill the 16 places available and we shall need the 

usual team of people to man our own table and the table at the gate to collect 

entry money from the punters.  We shall again have the opportunity to sell plants 

grown by members and later in this newsletter on page 6 there is an important 

reminder about the quality and presentation of the plants we offer for sale. 

Plants will also be needed for our usual Group Plant Sale, which will be on Saturday 

22 April at West Monkton Village Hall as usual, and since this is open to – indeed for 

- the general public the guidance on quality and presentation is just as important as 

it is for ELM. 

It is already well known that we shall not be able to hold an autumn plant fair at 

Forde Abbey in 2017. Although there are some well- established events at that time 

that are very successful such as that at Mapperton, we are now questioning 

whether the autumn is the best time to launch a new event of this kind.  At the 

same time we are still considering the possibility of running an additional plant fair 

if we can find both a good venue and a promising slot in the calendar.  Watch this 

space. 

There has been a generally favourable response to the regular reminder emails sent 

out by Bill Hodgson and some positive comments about his short presentation at 

our AGM.  Bill’s purpose is to make this form of messaging easily accessible and 

encourage all of us to keep up to date with the information available on the 

website.  His talk demonstrated clearly the basic structure of the website and 

showed how easy it is to use.  We are all aware that for some of us this is all foreign 

territory, but if we can regard it as a friend and a lot more than an electronic diary, it 

makes it much easier to want to use it. Remember to use the address 

(www.somersethps.com) that Bill gave during his talk to avoid going down 

frustrating blind alleys. 

Next year will be the 60th anniversary of HPS, as you have no doubt been reading in 

newsletters and on the website.  Members are being invited to open their gardens 

to mark the event and some in Somerset will be doing so.  Do seek them out and 

support them and take friends with you so that they too get to know more about 

what the HPS does.  Our guest speaker for the AGM will be Helen Dillon and that 

seems a pretty good way to mark the anniversary! 

I hope that in the year ahead you will all enjoy the programme we have set out and 

I look forward to seeing you both for our talks at West Monkton and on our external 

visits. 

Roy Stickland (photo: BlueBell Nursery) 
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Subscriptions for 2017  

 

A reminder that subscriptions for 2017 fall due this month.  The rates remain £8 for 

joint (i.e. a single mailing address) and £5 for single membership.  Thank you to 

those who paid at the AGM and to those who pay by standing order.  For those 

who prefer to pay by cheque, the usual payment slip is included with this 

Newsletter.  I shall be at the January lecture if you would like to save the cost of an 

envelope and stamp. 

NB  In order to be a member of our Somerset Group you are required to be a 

member of the National Hardy Plant Society.  I will not be able to accept your 

Somerset subscription without a National membership number.  National 

subscriptions can now be paid very easily via the National website at 

http://www.hardy-plant.org.uk/ using PayPal. 

Alternatively, for those of you who are adept at internet banking, you can set up a 

standing order or do a BACS transfer direct to our bank account: 

Bank Branch: NatWest, Bridgwater 

Account name: Hardy Plant Society (Somerset Group) 

Sort Code: 60-03-27 

Account number: 46429956 

Please remember to quote your Somerset Group membership number (it’s on 

your membership card). 

 
Under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1998 it is necessary that I advise you 

that, for the purposes of record only, details relating to your membership are stored 

electronically.  If you object to your details being so recorded, please notify me 

without delay. 

Stuart Senior 

 

 

Cranborne - see page 23 (photos: Stuart Senior) 
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Members can contribute to the plant sale in two ways: (a) take a table in your own 

right, or (b) grow plants to donate to the Group table.  If you want your own table, 

please contact me (details on back cover).  The charge will be £5, payable on the 

day.  This will be waived if you commit to donate all your takings to charity.  There 

are only 16 tables available and it’s first come, first served.  If you have good quality 

plants to donate to the Group table, just bring them along on the day. 

We will also need plants for our Group table at the East Lambrook Plant Fair on 

25 March so please bear this in mind when you plan your propagating! 

And talking of ‘good quality’, back in October I attended the Hampshire Group’s 

autumn event, ‘Three Go Wild’.  The three in question were Kevin Hughes, Keith 

Wiley and Roy Lancaster.  Not surprisingly it was a sell-out.  Kevin and Keith both 

had superb plants for sale as did Marina Christopher of Phoenix Plants.  Hampshire 

Group also had a very large table of plants for sale and what struck me was that if 

you took a couple of plants at random from their table and put them alongside a 

couple from each of the three professional nurseries, you would have been hard 

put to know which was which.  Hampshire’s plants were strong and healthy, clearly 

– and so far as I could tell - accurately labelled and beautifully presented.  One of 

the sellers said that they all take great pride in the authenticity, quality and 

presentation of all the plants they offer for sale. It was abundantly clear that they 

understood that they were creating and passing on an image of what the Hardy 

Plant Society is about. 

I know that I have been banging on about this for a long time in order to increase 

both the attractiveness and ‘plant value’ at our plant sales, and I have also noticed 

(and mentioned in these pages) that there has been an improvement in labelling 

and presentation.  However, I have noticed more recently that there has been some 

back-sliding.  At Forde Abbey for example there was an amazing quantity of 

donated plants for which we were very grateful.  But too many were unlabelled or 

carried labels that had no meaningful information about the plants.  Many were 

also unattractive as plants and in consequence did not attract any interest from 

potential buyers.   Please remember that if our team behind the counter don’t 

know what a plant is they can’t be expected to sell it – and if you, the grower, can’t 

tell us what it is, it is not fair to ask someone else to try to sell it.   If you do know 

what it is, please write it clearly on the label (the bare minimum information is the 

genus and species or variety of the plant) and be sure that every plant does have an 

appropriate label. It is after all the image of the HPS that we are selling as well as 

the plant. The best guidance is along the lines “If you saw this plant in a garden 

centre or nursery, would you buy it?”  If the answer is ‘no’, it is surely unreasonable 

to expect anyone else to buy it.   

Group Plant Sale, 22 April 
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I don’t want to sound unduly harsh or put people off from offering plants for sale.  I 

know that many of you have really interesting, desirable and valuable plants in your 

gardens which we would all like to share.  What I do believe passionately is that it 

must be done with style and to a high standard.  Please think about these things 

when preparing your plants.  If Hampshire can do it, so too can we. 

Roy Stickland 

 

 

 

We welcome the following hardy planters to the Somerset Group: 

Joan Mabbott, Wiveliscombe 

Joanna Haxby, Steart 

Sue Appleby, Oath 

Rosemary Best, Steart 

Pippa Sage, Kingstone 

Anne Kaile, Compton Durville 

Susan Whitehead, Taunton 

Gordon and Hilary Roberts, Frome 

Catherine Bond, Chard Junction 

 

 

 

 

Minterne - see page 20 (photo: Bob Pettit) 

New Members 
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Please refer to this and future Newsletters or the website www.somersethps.com 

for further details and booking slips.  Location maps or directions will be supplied 

following booking a place on an event. 

All meetings at West Monkton Village Hall are free to members (except Saturday 22 

April), but there is a modest levy of £2 for each visitor/guest.  The Group will have a 

plant stall and a book stall at most of the lecture meetings listed, plus the ‘Plant and 

Flower of the Month’ competition. 

All coach trips and garden visits must be pre-booked with Janet Murley: 

Tel: 01884 820840 or email:  janet.murley@btinternet.com. 

 

 SAT 14 JANUARY LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10:30am for 11:00am. 

Alan Street - “Small Bulbs” 

As well as being the Head Nurseryman at Avon Bulbs, Alan Street is the creative 

mind behind the company’s gold medal-winning displays at Chelsea.  An incurable 

galanthophile, he will be expanding our knowledge of a range of small bulbs; 

which varieties to choose to achieve a continuity of display throughout spring in 

our own gardens, and how to care for them.  Plants and bulbs for sale. 

 

SAT 11 FEBRUARY LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am. 

Heather Godard-Key – “Ferns” 

Fibrex Nursery, which we visited last year, 

is well known for its pelargoniums, but it 

also boasts possibly the most extensive 

commercial collection of hardy ferns in 

the UK.  Heather, co-owner of Fibrex, will 

be giving us a talk on this ancient family 

of foliage plants which are so invaluable 

for shady spots in our gardens.  Plants for 

sale. 

Athyrium nipponicum pictum  Athyrium otophorum 

 

2017 Programme 
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SAT 11 MARCH LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am. 

Derek Spicer - “Conifers” 

Derek is the Chairman of the Conifer Society and owns Kilworth Conifers in 

Leicestershire, a wholesale nursery with the largest selection of conifers in the UK.  

He also co-wrote the two volumes of the RHS Encyclopaedia of Conifers, the 

definitive guide on the subject.  If you find the word ‘conifer’ conjures the squat 

dwarf forms which populated rockeries in the 1970s, come along and be converted 

– there is a conifer for every garden and Derek will be persuading us all to go 

evergreen with style.  Plants for sale. 

 

SAT 25 MARCH HPS SOMERSET EARLY SPRING PLANT FAIR 

At East Lambrook Manor Gardens, 10:00am – 4:00pm.  (Admission £3.50) 

The following nurseries will be 

attending:  

Avon Bulbs, Blooming Hill Nursery, 

Desert to Jungle, Dorset Perennials, 

Elworthy Cottage Plants, Hardy Way 

Perennials, Hill Top Nursery., In 

Clover, Kevin Hughes Plants, Long 

Acre Plants, Mill Cottage Plants, 

Millwood Plants, Pennard Plants, 

Pickett Lane Nursery, Roseland 

Nurseries and Wild Thyme Nursery 

The Margery Fish Plant Nursery 

will be open.   

 

SAT 8 APRIL LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am.   

Helen Picton - “It’s not time for bed yet!” 

Helen is the third generation of her family to be involved in running Old Court 

Nurseries and The Picton Garden in Malvern, Worcestershire, which houses the 

Plant Heritage National Collection of autumn flowering asters, with over 400 

varieties.  Helen’s lecture will be all about rethinking autumn in the English garden, 

extending colour in our borders using a range of late season perennials and shrubs 

including, of course, asters.  Plants for sale. 
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TUE 18 APRIL SELF-DRIVE VISIT 

Haldon Grange  Dunchideock, Devon, EX6 7YE 

Haldon Grange is a well-established, family-run 12-acre garden containing what has 

been described as the finest display of azaleas and rhododendrons in the South 

West.  It is particularly stunning in spring when they are in full bloom, along 

with exquisite camellias and magnolias. There is a small lake and also ponds with 

river and water cascades. In 2011 a 5-acre arboretum was planted with a wide 

range of unusual trees and shrubs. 

Tea and cake available to purchase but bring your own packed lunch. 

 

SAT 22 APRIL  GROUP PLANT SALE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10:00am to 12:30pm. 

(Admission £1) 

 

WED 17 MAY SELF-DRIVE VISIT 

Burrow Farm Gardens Dalwood, Axminster EX13 7ET 

In view of Mary Benger’s forthcoming talk in October, this visit to Burrow Farm 

Gardens is an opportunity to see her garden firsthand. This is a true plantswoman’s 

garden, with sweeping lawns between island beds of unusual shrubs, 

rhododendrons and 

herbaceous plants.  

Outstanding views over the 

Devon countryside blend 

seamlessly with the garden.  A 

rill flows quietly down the 

centre of the garden, and in a 

Roman clay pit a woodland 

garden incorporates ponds 

and a bog garden, combining 

primulas, iris and other 

moisture lovers with the many 

wild flowers which flourish 

there. 

Light lunches and refreshments available in the tea shop.  Plants for sale. 

 

Photo courtesy of John Horsey 
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SUN 18 JUNE COACH TRIP 

Cerne Abbas Gardens   nr. Dorchester 
There is something to suit everyone in this selection of around 30 gardens opening 

over the weekend for charity.  Highlights include the garden at Cerne River Cottage, 

designed and planted by Chelsea gold medallist Nick Williams-Ellis.  His designs 

characterise many of the Cerne Abbas gardens.  This natural garden is bordered by 

trees and shrubs with a beautiful and colourful bog garden running along the 

south side. Don’t miss the lilies, persicaria, filipendula and the statuesque Gunnera 
manicata alongside the river. Two white bridges link the separate parts of the 

garden providing a Monet feel to the overall. 

Lunchtime meals may be obtained in the local pubs or teashop. The Squibb Garden 

next to the church is open all day and is a good place to picnic.  Plant stalls in the 

village square. 

 

TUE 4 JULY COACH TRIP 

Longstock Park Water Gardens nr. Romsey  

Part of the Leckford Estate, purchased by the retailer John Lewis in 1929, the 

Longstock Park Water Gardens covers around seven acres. Over the years it has 

become one of the finest water gardens in Britain, home to 40 varieties of waterlily, 

over 100 different species of trees and a wealth of native wildlife.  Visit Longstock 

Park Nursery, with its large collection of unusual wall plants, magnificent 

herbaceous border and 100-yard arch entwined with roses and clematis. 

Lunches available at the Leckford Farm Shop Cafe, or bring a picnic.   Plants for sale. 

 

WED 26 JULY COACH TRIP 

Sir Harold Hillier Gardens  nr. Romsey 

Following Wolfgang Bopp’s talk last November, this is 

your chance to see the Hillier Arboretum in all its 

glory.  Established in 1953 by the distinguished 

plantsman Sir Harold Hillier, the gardens currently 

hold one of the world’s most important plant 

collections, incorporating over 42,000 plants from 

temperate regions around the world, set within 180 

acres.  The Centenary Border, one of the longest in 

Europe, is a summer highlight and is not to be missed. 

Lunches and cream teas available at the restaurant. 
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SUN 13 AUGUST PLANT SWAP & LUNCH 

At Creech St. Michael, Taunton 

 

 

SAT 16  SEPTEMBER 50/50 PLANT SALE & LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield 

Plant sale commences at 10:00am, Lecture at 11.00am.  

Kevin Hughes - “Less Common Trees and Shrubs for the Small Garden” 

Kevin Hughes Plants is based at Heale Gardens, near Salisbury, where he grows a 

superb choice of good quality hardy trees, shrubs and herbaceous perennials, many 

of them not widely available elsewhere.  With a vast horticultural knowledge yet an 

unassuming manner, he is a popular and absorbing speaker.  In this talk, he will be 

showing us some of the more unusual plants we can enjoy in our own gardens.  

Bring a notebook!  Plants for sale. 

 

SAT 21 OCTOBER LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am.  

Mary Benger - “Burrow Farm Gardens” 

Mary moved to Burrow Farm, near Axminster, almost 60 years ago and has since 

transformed the accompanying ten acres of fields into the stunning garden it is 

today.  Encompassing a variety of different garden styles, Mary’s creation is a feast 

for the eyes, both within the garden itself and in the views which surround it.  In 

this talk, Mary will be bringing the development of the gardens to life and guiding 

us around some of the highlights. 
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SAT 18 NOVEMBER AGM & LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield 10.00am for 10.30am AGM and 
11.15am lecture.  

Helen Dillon - “Moving Gardens? Only The Best Come Too” 

Over the course of 44 years, Helen Dillon and her husband Val created an 

astonishing garden at 45 Sandford Crescent, Dublin.  Robin Lane-Fox of the 

Financial Times described it as ‘the best walled town garden one can hope to see’.  

Having made the decision to downsize, the Dillons held their final garden opening 

at the end of September 2016 and say they are looking forward to the challenge of 

a new plot.  Don’t miss out on this world-renowned plantswoman’s visit to our 

Group. – Helen is a mine of information and a lively speaker with years of 

experience. 

 

 

All events must be pre-booked 

If you would like to book places on any of these events, complete and return the 

entire enclosed Booking Sheet.  As you will see from the Booking Sheet, you can 

receive the Joining Instructions for each event either by email or by post.  To 

receive these details by email, simply fill in your email address on the Booking 

Sheet even if you believe I already have a note of it.  If you choose this option, 

not only will I email your Joining Instructions prior to each event, but I will also send 

you an email confirming your booking.  If you prefer this option PLEASE print your 

name clearly and remember to advise me of any change to your email address.  

Should you wish to receive this information by post, PLEASE remember to send me 

TWO SAE for EACH event you wish to attend. 

Janet Murley 

 

 

 

A reminder about our cancellation policy.  There will be no refund of either coach or 

pre-paid entrance fees unless a replacement participant can be found.  The only 

exception will be for "serious" illness if the organiser is notified before the visit.  

Amounts of less than £5 will not be refunded under any circumstances. 

Cancellation Policy 
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Like all Hardy Planters, I think often about which plants 

do well where, about how they tolerate shade or 

exposure, wet or drought, about getting the right garden 

habitat to suit their lifestyle, and because the other half of 

my botanical life is spent among wild plants, I ponder 

exactly the same questions about the species which live 

outside the garden fence. However there is one huge 

difference – as gardeners we do our best to nourish and 

protect our plants, but over that fence wild things are not 

only fighting battles with weather, competition and 

pests, but are now under tremendous threat from US. The 

decline of traditional land managements, combined with 

escalating development and the immense environmental 

disaster of intensive farming, means that our wild flora is 

frighteningly threatened. 

Britain has a long and noble botanical history, at home as well as abroad. Our flora 

is small – breaking from the continent so soon after the last Ice Age meant only a 

tiny percentage of European species were able to recolonise, and they had our 

damp super-oceanic climate to cope with – but what we have is valued, and very 

well studied. The venerable Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland (BSBI) in the 

middle of the last century produced the Atlas of the British Flora, mapping every 

known wild species onto the OS grid, so distributions are visible at a glance. It 

became a hugely important conservation tool. Land use changes speeded up later 

in the century and a second Atlas was produced in 2002. The vast data sets needed 

for such a work should take about 50 years to assemble, but our flora is now 

perceived to be in real crisis, and the BSBI and wider botanical community are 

working to prepare a ‘snapshot’ Atlas to appear in 2020. Comparing the maps in 

this with those in the 1962 publication is expected to show catastrophic losses. 

YOU CAN HELP! Every county has a flora group, 

who make the records which the new Atlas will 

use. This means looking at all the plants in a 

county in tremendous detail – the normal 

recording unit is now a 1km square.  Somerset has 

its Rare Plants Group (SRPG) which monitors the 

rare species and records all the common ones, 

and I’m in it as a devoted ‘square basher’, so I’ve 

seen clearly one of the difficulties of making 

comprehensive records. There are not enough 

footpaths! Many squares are on private land and 

Come to the rescue, PLEASE ! 
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this is why I tell every plant loving group I know about this problem, because 

permission to walk just a few fields, an orchard, a small wood, as well as extensive 

farms, can be incredibly valuable. If you have any land, or know anyone who has, 

PLEASE consider inviting us in! Most of us are experienced in survey work, so can 

always produce a plant list and short report for the landowner, and the recording is 

purely for the national and county databases – there are no legal implications, and 

believe me the information in a botanical Atlas is really only comprehensible to the 

kind of nerds who produce the data!  It would never bring unwanted ‘twitchers’ to 

your door. 

The loss of our flora is a terrible prospect both from 

the danger it implies to the biodiversity necessary 

to keep a healthy world, and because we LOVE the 

species which are in our memories and 

imaginations, and which are the ancestors of many 

of our garden plants. If you would be willing to 

help us assess our remaining resources, to identify 

the biggest threats and work to counteract some, 

please contact me, Ro FitzGerald 

ro@lilstock.eclipse.co.uk or Liz McDonnell 

lizmcdonnell2005@gmail.com. 

Ro FitzGerald 

 

 

 

When Colin Crosby (then Curator at RHS Wisley) came to talk to us about 4 or 5 

years ago, he told us over lunch that soil tests on Battlestone Hill, where many of 

the acid-loving plants are grown, had revealed alarming pH values of 7.7.  This 

discovery had led to measurements of the pH values of the composts they were 

making and liberally distributing on Battlestone Hill and elsewhere.   Previous 

assumptions had been that garden compost was broadly neutral and served as a 

suitable general purpose soil conditioner.  This was now open to question. 

The September issue of The Plantsman carries a write-up of trials over a six year 

period to test the effect on soils of repeated treatments of the same organic 

material.  Ten treatments, 7 organic and 3 control were chosen and used on 80 

small plots (3 square metres) on an experimental area at Wisley.  There were no 

statistically significant variations in bulk density and pH values of the soil before the 

trials and these values were checked twice a year. A broad range of tests for 

physical and chemical properties was used throughout, but for present purposes 

pH values and bulk density were the focus.  These tests were used on the materials 

themselves before being applied to the soil: each being applied in the same 

Soil improvement and pH values 
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quantities; 5cm depth incorporated into the top 15cm of soil.  All in all the tests 

were set up in such a way as to indicate significant and reliable results. 

The analysis was thorough and it is well worth reading, but it would be impractical 

to detail it all here. Some of the values are worth pointing out.  The highest pH 

values were composted horse manure 8.38, and green compost 8.33 (confirming 

Colin Crosby’s conclusion that green garden compost will decompose naturally to 

an alkaline product). Unsurprisingly peat (included because it is still used quite 

widely as a soil conditioner despite the fact that it is not now recommended for 

that purpose) had the lowest value at 4.76.  The collected readings confirmed that 

the initial pH of the materials used have a higher pH value than we usually 

assumed, this affects proportionally the values found in the soil and the effect is 

cumulative over a period of years. 

Interesting food for thought.  I’m not going to stop making garden compost, but I 

shall try to increase my use of leafmould.  Hooray for autumn! 

Roy Stickland 

 

 

 

Our coach driver had to carefully navigate his 

long coach through some twisty lanes and 

reverse from the odd low bridge but we 

eventually arrived at the Firbrex nursery.   We 

had a very informative tour after a welcome 

cuppa and delicious cake.  We were guided 

away from the plant sales to learn more about 

the national collection of ferns and 

pelargoniums, and begonias.  The national 

collection of hedera was very interesting, the closer one looked the more one 

realized the variety that was available, and how versatile they were.  We learnt that 

ivy appreciates a good prune in the spring and this gives much better shape and 

control.  They are great for wildlife providing a valuable food source to bees at the 

end of the year and the birds understand their worth one of which was nesting 

amongst them in the polytunnel. 

The pelargoniums were wonderful with scented leaf, angel, regal, ivy leafed, zonal, 

rosebud, stella and species.  The polytunnel was full of beautiful specimens which 

were fed with a seaweed potash feed whenever watered usually every other day.  

They stop growing when it gets very hot (not usually a problem for us).  They had 

been the love of the mother of this family-run nursery and she had collected a huge 

variety which is part of the national collection.  The father’s love had been the 

Fibrex Nursery and Kiftsgate Court Gardens - July 2016 
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begonias.  Many of us felt that begonias were not quite our sort of plant but we 

soon realised that we had underestimated the plant and the fragrance from the 

begonia ‘John Smith’ was wonderful.   

Fibrex also boasted a national collection of hardy ferns some of which were natives 

of Britain. Ferns like shade or semi-shade, some needing moist conditions and other 

suitable for dry shade.  There was a huge variety available and the difficulties of 

propagating were explained, if you wait for the spores to go brown you are too late 

as they need to have a blue tinge.  The nursery catalogue gives excellent 

descriptions of the varieties and advice for cultivation.  It would be useful as a 

simple field guide to identify some of our countryside ferns. 

We were then let loose in the sales tunnel and judging by the little boxes being 

boarded on the coach we found something of interest to take home.   

On arriving at Kiftsgate Court we 

were one of four coaches and  

there were plenty of plant lovers 

admiring the garden.  The garden 

was created by Heather Muir from 

1920 onwards with help from her 

immediate neighbour Lawrence 

Johnstone of Hidcote.  Kiftsgate 

has a far more dramatic setting as 

the court rears up on the edge of 

the escarpment with spectacular 

views of the Vale of Evesham and 

the Malvern Hills beyond.  Heather Muir admired old shrub roses and created a rose 

garden with hedging of Rosa gallica ‘Versicolor’.  The famous Kiftsgate rose, Rosa 
filipes ‘Kiftsgate’ was still flowering when we visited.  Heather Muir had purchased 

this in the 1930’s believing she had planted R. moschata but when Graham S 

Thomas visited he identified it as a vigorous form of R filipes and named it after the 

garden.   

Heather’s daughter Diana Binny took 

on the garden and later added the 

semicircular swimming pool and 

modified the sunken garden adding the 

Byzantine wellhead fountain from the 

Chelsea Flower Show in 1972.  Since the 

1980’s the garden has been cared for by 

her daughter Anne Chambers and her 

husband who have added the stylish 

Water Garden in 1999. 
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As the sun came out, us plant enthusiasts delved 

deeper into the borders and we could find all sorts 

of treasures some of us might have been challenged 

to identify.  One uncommon perennial was the 

Dictamnus albus var. purpureus which I have 

subsequently learnt is a species found in open 

woodland, dry grassland and rocky sites in Central 

and Southern Europe, N China and Korea.  It is 

known as the Burning bush, Dittany or Gas Plant 

because it has a volatile gas given off by the flowers 

and seed pods which in theory can be ignited by a 

calm evening and will  burn off without harming the 

plant. The oil also causes a reaction in some people 

and all parts of the plant are toxic.  Kiftsgate has the 

var purpureus which had pinkish mauve flowers 

with darker veins in terminal spikes the lower of 

their five petals bent down to reveal upward curved stamens.     

The four squares beside the house also boasted a good selection with Indigofera 
pendula marking the centre of each border.  There was a Calycanthus raulstonii 
‘Hartlage Wine’ but I could not reach the leaves to test if when crushed they smell 

of spice.   

The lower garden with the pool had four varieties of 

Philadelphus which were flowering: these were P. 
delavayi Nymans form, P. 'Manteau d'Hermine', P. 
coronarius 'Variegatus' AGM and P. beauclerc.  The 

Deutzia setchuenensis var. corymbiflora with cup-

shaped white flowers and a pink Deutzia x hybrida 

‘Strawberry Fields’ were also blooming.  The garden is 

well known for its Carpenteria californica which was 

flowering in the pool garden and in the sunken garden.  

Apparently, Michael Hickson, Head Gardener at 

Knightshayes, visited (possibly in 1970’s) and explained 

how to propagate the Carpenteria and they were able 

to increase their stock.  

 Kiftsgate garden demonstrates a wonderful understanding of plants and dramatic 

colour combinations with borders themed by colour tones as with the pink, 

crimson, lavender, purple, blues in the wide border and dark mahogany foliage 

coupled with golden and sulphur yellows in the yellow border.  Although the 

garden has obviously developed through its three generations of owners it seems 

to be in the safe hands of a true garden enthusiast. 

 Serena Beckwith (photos: Cate Wilton) 
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Plant Sales Table 

    

Flower and Pot Plant of the Month Competition 

 

 

I’d like to thank everyone who has brought plants to be sold on the Group’s sales table last 

year.  For any new members who may be unaware, the plant sales table at our monthly 

meetings is stocked entirely with plants donated by our members, which may be purchased 

at a reasonable price prior to and following the meeting.  There are often some real gems 

and rarities available to buy.  Given that the traditional sources of free plastic bags has now 

dried up please bring your own carrier bags or boxes to take away your acquisitions. 

I’d be very grateful if you would all consider potting up excess plants from your gardens and 

bringing a couple of plants each time you come to a Group lecture meeting.  And remember 

that we can now offer "cash back" of 50p for each plant sold at over £1 if members include 

two labels with their plant.  I will assume that plants with two labels (don’t forget your name) 

are seeking cash back and those with one aren’t.  The monies raised from this table and the 

second-hand gardening books stall really do help us to continue to provide members with 

great value for money for their membership.   

Jane Hunt 

 

 

 

The results of our 2016 competition are as follows: 

Flower of the Month - winner: Lyn Spencer-Mills 

Pot Plant of the Month - winner: Bob Pettit  

The rules of the competition are as follows.  Members are invited to bring a flower 

and/or a pot plant to each of our seven meetings at West Monkton Village Hall 

throughout the calendar year.  The entries will be judged by our guest speakers and 

the top three in each section will be awarded points: 3 for 1st, 2 for 2nd and 1 for 3rd.  

Points will be accumulated during the year and the overall winners will receive 

gardening vouchers as their prize. 

For the flower section the requirement is a single flower (usually displayed in a 

vase) if that is how the plant grows, e.g. a narcissus or a dahlia.  If it is a flowering 

shrub, for example with clusters of flowers along the stem, then it is the whole stem 

that you display.  The point is that it is not a flower arranging exhibit, so multiple 

blooms or stems are not what we are looking for.  If you are an Ikebana fiend then 

you'll know, of course, that even a single bloom may be displayed very artistically! 

For the pot plant section much the same rule applies. The requirement is for a 

single plant in a pot.  For a plant that naturally produces little offsets all around the 

central growth, as many succulents do, you do not have to remove all the offsets! 
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Minterne - October 2016 
 

 

We had a beautiful sunny day for our visit to Minterne.  On arrival at 11.00 we were 

given a brief introduction by the 12th Lord Digby.  The house was purchased by the 

Digby’s in 1768 and the grounds and lake were created using labour from men 

returning from the War of Independence.  Capability Brown did not visit, but he was 

at Sherborne at the time and Lord Digby visited to pick his brains. The underlying 

rock here is greensand which gives an acid soil in a predominately chalky area. 

We were then welcomed inside the great hall for coffee and much further 

information flowed from 91year old Lord Digby on the Digby history.  His memory 

is phenomenal: I learnt more about naval history than I ever did at school. 

This is a very well connected family.  Lord Digby’s sisters were presented to the 

Queen as debutants; one married Sir Winston Churchill’s son Randolf, their son 

Winston junior was born at Chequers. This sister later went to America where her 

job involved contact with Presidents Truman, Johnson, Kennedy, Carter and 

Clinton. 

Visitors to the house at the time included the heir apparent of Chatsworth and 

Castle Howard and later Winston Churchill. The most important visitor was the 

Queen Mother whose effusive letter of thanks for the weekend was on display 

along with Lord Digby’s father’s Knight of the Garter robes and feathers which I was 

thrilled to stand beside.  Much more of interest was revealed on our tour of some of 

the rooms. 

A very civilised lunch was served in the 

dining room after which we had a tour of 

the garden by The Hon Henry (Lord Digby’s 

son).  The head gardener would have been 

our guide but he was indisposed! 

Henry set off at a cracking pace, scattering 

facts in his wake. 

The acid soil here is home to one of the best 

collections of Himalayan plants in the 

country.  The Digby family sponsored 

Joseph Hooker’s expeditions and have some 

of the earliest Rhododendron introductions, 

many over 40ft high, plus two extremely 

rare species. The family also sponsored 

Farrer, Forrest, Kingdon-Ward, and Rock.   

Rhododendrons like to grow very close 
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Views from the Nurseries 

together on steep shady ravines, Henry told us, which is replicated here very well. 

There are seven Handkerchief Trees (Davidia involucrata), the oldest planted in 

1908.  Although each handkerchief has a seed attached, which are dispersed far 

and wide, disappointingly not one has self seeded in the garden. 

The Digbys sponsored a trip in the1940’s looking for Dawn Redwood trees 

(Metasequoia glyptostroboides) which were previously thought to be extinct: they 

have a good example planted in 1949. There are also many examples of fine 

magnolias here.  

The 7 acre gardens are looked after by two and a half gardeners.  Much of the 

original house was demolished in 1900 due to dry rot and a replacement built on 

the site. Half of the house is divided into 6 flats: the rent provides income for the 

estate.  This is a fraction of the things we learned on the day.  Someone else would, 

of course, include a different selection but it was a fascinating day and I am really 

glad I went. 

Penny Berry (photo: Bob Pettit) 

 

 

The end of garden life as we know it 

I am already preaching to the converted.  Members of the HPS have an interest in 

the huge diversity of garden plants and many will have a ‘feel’ for what, where and 

when to plant. 

The distressing reality for the greater population, however, is that the selection of - 

and more particularly the ‘acquisition’ - of plants, is at best hit and miss and at 

worst based on a ‘looking good’ hot spot display in the plant sales area of a garden 

centre or DIY shed.  For example, French lavender (Lavandula stoechas) and Fuchsia 
thalia may look wonderful in late March when they have been forced on in a 

Spanish glasshouse, but not so happy the following January! 

The same chain of events that have led to the decline of high street bakers, 

butchers, and fishmongers has also done for many a nursery.  Property prices, 

mortgages needing two full time jobs to service, the diminutive size of the attached 

gardens and daunting pressures on all of us from every direction conspire.  The 

result is that nearly every garden in a given road is stocked with a hastily grabbed 

and familiar selection of Euonymus ‘Emerald and Gold’, Clematis montana ‘Rubra’ 

and one or other of Pyracantha  red, yellow or orange. 

To complete this picture of despair, calamity and consternation, the import of 

plants from the Four Corners of Europe and further afield has quickened the decline 

of the independent British nursery. The import of plants has resulted in the 
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introduction of pathogens such as Phytophthora ramorum or P. kernoviae.  Invasive 

pests such as the Lily Beetle and Rosemary Beetle have hitched a ride into our 

islands in the same way.  Possibly the greatest challenge in the form of Xylella 
fastidiosa has not arrived as yet, but it will, hidden in an lorry load of imported 

plants I’m sure.  Xylella has the potential to kill just about any garden plant, and 

conceivably make Dutch Elm Disease look like a game of ‘Pick Up Sticks’. 

So, what is the answer to this sorry state of affairs? 

I’m lucky. I grew up on a farm.  The old boys that worked there had gardens and 

allotments that they competitively tended with pride.  They were keen to pass on 

their knowledge.  We also had a market garden in the next village producing 

vegetables and plants such as Erysimums (Wallflowers), Dianthus barbatus (Sweet 

Williams) and Lathyrus odoratus (Sweet Peas).  Plants became available by ‘swaps’ 

and from those who had the knack for propagation.  

Going back before my time, before plastic pots were about, containerised plants 

were only available in wooden, terracotta or Whale-hide pots. These were 

expensive, so historically most plants would have been dug as bare root for 

transplanting over the dormant period.  A modicum of patience, understanding 

and anticipation was required. 

The answer to the above conundrum is - as with just about everything else - 

education. 

Specialist nurseries can do their best to make up for the lack of ‘old boys’ in their 

allotments.  Most garden centres are more interested in selling you soap or 

birthday cards, and getting any advice on plants is like the proverbial blood and 

stone thing. 

Regardless of how much we try to convey knowledge, advise and educate, if the 

next cohort of budding plantsmen and plantswomen don’t have the time, the 

space or the will to experiment then we are sunk! 

So, it’s up to all of us.  Pry your grandchildren from their smart-phones for a 

moment…. 

• Enthuse 

• Involve 

• Educate 

• Encourage 

• Demonstrate 

Drip the sweet nectar of knowledge into their minds! 

Phillip Johnson of Somerset Plants 
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Cranbourne Manor - June 2016 
 

 

Having been to Cranbourne Manor several 

years ago, I knew I was in for a treat. 

It is the home of Viscount Cranbourne, the 

eldest son of the Marquess of Salisbury of 

Hatfield House, a longstanding tradition.  The 

garden was laid out in the 1600's and 

Tradescant was involved.  But it was sadly 

neglected for many years until the mid 1800's.  

It was subsequently planted in the art and 

crafts style in the 1900's. 

Paying visitors enter the garden via 

the garden centre which is an 

immaculate nursery and tearoom set 

in a walled garden.  We then came to 

a 2nd walled vegetable garden with 

added topiary interest.  Crossing a 

spectacular wild flower meadow we 

arrive partway down the tree lined 

drive which is most impressive.  The 

pair of Jacobean gatehouses lead 

into a courtyard garden with its 

flower borders and delightful lily 

fountain, its petals opening as it 

filled with water. 

With yet another walled vegetable garden, a white garden, orchards, ancient 

topiary, a very old espalier fruit walk and a cottage garden with a surprise entrance 

there was plenty for everyone. 

One of our new members, Gillian, (who seems very well connected), tells me the 

owner is unmarried, lives there alone and is not especially interested in the garden! 

His sister oversees the garden with the assistance of 2 full time gardeners (brothers) 

and 3 part timers. 

It is only open to the public on Wednesdays so as a group visiting on a Tuesday we 

had the garden all to ourselves: what a privilege, it was so peaceful. 

The bus returned with an impressive cargo of plants and we took a different route 

back seeing more of the wonderful Dorset countryside. 

Penny Berry (photos: Stuart Senior)
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